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Real, Pure, Delicious Cooking From Scratch

            

            Cooking is not just about filling you up. It's so much more than that. It’s about passion and love and a collaboration between all your senses. Have you ever got turned on by a piece of perfectly cooked steak; a fresh, juicy oyster; or a dish with provocative flavors?

Food plays such a big part of our lives. Food heals and nourishes us, but most  importantly brings family, friends and sometimes strangers together.

            
> Contact us to learn more
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        Welcome to My Kitchen

            

            I've always been cooking. At 6 years old, I cooked meatballs with gravy for my grandma, and I haven't stopped cooking since.

I'm a trained chef who is obsessed with flavor and extremely picky when it comes to good food. You'll always find me in the kitchen cooking up scrumptious, succulent, juicy, sexy, and flavorful dishes.

Having lived most of my adult life in Asia, and having scored a Hong Kong husband, has significantly influenced and developed my cooking style - not saying meatballs aren’t spectacular!

I only cook what I love. I don't follow trends, and I never sacrifice flavor for convenience or looks (okay, maybe looks).


                Emma
Founder and Culinary Consultant





Eatme at Home
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            Escape the hassle and stress of cooking and let us bring the culinary magic to your doorstep.

We believe that the true essence of great food lies in the warmth and care that goes into preparing it. That's why we bring the comforts of home cooking to your doorstep, transforming your next special occasion into a exquisite, delicious and scrumptious culinary experience.
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            From intimate gatherings to large-scale celebrations, contact us today to create a menu that perfectly matches your taste and budget.





Eatme Kitchen Pop-up
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            Escape the ordinary and embark on a culinary adventure with our pop-up kitchen!

Transform your establishment into a haven for food lovers as we immerse your patrons in a world of tantalizing flavors and vibrant aromas.
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            Whether it's the fiery spices of Southeast Asia, the delicate balance of New Nordic cuisine, or the rich flavors of Canton, our pop-up kitchen has something to tantalize every palate.

Contact us today to enlist your establishment in a pop-up experience that will excite the pickiest taste buds and leave your patrons craving more.





Pimp My Restaurant
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            Even the most successful restaurants can find themselves losing their spark in the fast-paced world of the restaurant industry. Menus can become stale and uninspiring, staff morale can dwindle, and customer satisfaction can drop significantly.

Let us reignite your passion, elevate your cuisine, and rediscover the magic that made your restaurant a beloved destination.

            




    Regain Control of Your Kitchen
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            In response to the pervasive kitchen staff shortage in the region, we offer solutions that enable you to run your kitchen efficiently, unrestrained by staffing limitations.

Reach out to us today to discover how our expertise can empower you to reclaim control of your kitchen and propel your business to its full earning potential.








Contact

    Let us bring your culinary dreams to life

    

    

      Eatme Recipes
  @eatme.kitchen.official
  info@eatme.kitchen

              www.eatme.kitchen


        Thank you.  We will get back to you shortly.




        Something went wrong.  Please try again later.




        SUBJECT

                            
                                                I crave an unforgettable home dining experience from Eatme Kitchen.



                                                I want to engage Eatme Kitchen to provide a tailor-made culinary experience for my upcoming private event.



                                                We want to commission Eatme Kitchen to create a tantalizing feast for our upcoming corporate event.



                                                We are excited to partner with Eatme Kitchen to host pop-up kitchens at our establishment.



                                                We are eager to work with Eatme Kitchen to create or revitalize our restaurant's menu.



                                                We are ready to collaborate with Eatme Kitchen to optimize our operations and accelerate our revenue growth.



                                                We are thrilled to explore how Eatme Kitchen's chef-less solution can instantly introduce a new revenue stream to our establishment.
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                        EMAIL



            
                            PHONE

--SELECT--
ALBUFEIRA
FARO
LAGOA
LAGOS
LOULÉ
MONCHIQUE
PORTIMÃO
SILVES
TAVIRA
VILA DO BISPO
OTHER AREAS
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    © 2024 Eatme Kitchen


        This website uses cookies to enhance your user experience.  Click here to read more.    Got it!
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